Lightweight Tub Mat

**Benefits:**
This lightweight tub floor mat will make bathing pets and cleaning easy. The dogs will love how secure their paws feel and you will like how easily you lift it out at clean-up time.

**Features:**
- Two-level grid provides a sturdy, non-porous floor. It sits little less than ½" off the tub floor.
- Channeled grooves on the underbars quickly direct water flow to the drain.
- Microtextured floor surface gives the pet a secure grip for lower stress and less chance of injury.
- Made from flexible PVC that inhibits growth of bacteria. It also contains both an anti-bacteria sanitized additive and an anti-fungal sanitized additive.
- Resists most acids, alkalines and oils so it will work with common groomer and shelter cleaning practices.
- Features excellent sound absorption properties.
- Lifts easily for cleaning and hosing down…no heavy floors to lift.
- Comes in standard blue with black ribs.
- **SPECS:** 20”W x 52”L.

170.0000.08 20”W x 52”L
Fits Elite Grooming Tubs, Elite Grooming Showers, Classic Grooming Tub and Versa Showers.